Through Apple Authorized courses, our **iOS Deployment Training** provides the skills, tools and knowledge to set up, deploy and explain key features native to iOS devices and applications. Interactive discussions and hands-on exercises guide IT professionals through the deployment and management of iOS devices. Activities are also designed to instruct technical sales professionals on how to assist customers in the purchasing of iOS devices.

Use cases demonstrate how to enroll, configure, manage or move devices through various deployment scenarios and user questions, and addresses security in the context of those scenarios.

### Benefits of Apple Authorized Training via LearnQuest

- Apple Authorized curriculum
- Courses taught by Apple Certified Trainers
- Hands-on exercises; real world scenarios
- Classes prepare students for certification
- Instructor-led virtual or classroom
- Global schedule of public classes
- Private Group Training available

### Get Your Apple Certification.

Unsurpassed in industry prestige and professional credibility within IT and beyond, your Apple certification indicates mastery of the latest technical and creative software transforming our digital world. Your Apple Certification drives your ability to:

**Stand Out** - Differentiate yourself in a competitive marketplace

**Display Credentials** - Distinguish yourself as an Apple Certified professional with a personalized certificate and Apple certification logo publicized on the Apple Certified Professionals Registry

**Verify Skills** - Prove your technical competency; build credibility with clients and employer